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Abstract
We review key findings of one themost cited papers in the 75-year history of BJN.We then identify important consequent developments, as well
as opportunities to use analytical and molecular biology advances to maximise conversion of non-protein nitrogen into microbial protein.
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Ruminants are exquisitely adapted to convert low-grade human
inedible feedstuffs into high-quality protein foods. Most notably,
they convert non-protein nitrogen into high-quality protein in
milk, beef and lamb as demonstrated in the classical study of
Virtanen(1) in which dairy cows producedmilk from a diet where
the only N sources were urea and ammonium salts. Central to
this ability is the synthesis of microbial protein in the rumen,
much of which utilises ammonia.

‘Metabolisable protein’ systems for ruminants developed
over the last 4 decades have attempted to incorporate estimates
of protein degradation and microbial protein synthesis (MPS) in
the rumen into feeding standards and rationing systems.
However, both degradation and synthesis measurements are dif-
ficult to accomplish in vivo, requiring fistulated cows, and sub-
ject to large experimental errors. Before Satter and Slyter’s paper,
it was recognised that non-protein nitrogen is often not well uti-
lised in diets containing high levels of non-protein nitrogen or
low fermentable energy, but it was not clear at what ammonia
level MPS is limited.

Satter and Slyter(2) adopted an in vitro approach, where it is
easier to control and measure inputs and outputs to understand
the effects of N supply onMPS. Just as in Virtanen’s work, the use
of protein-free diets allowed the authors tomeasure MPS directly
– in this case as true (tungstic acid precipitable) protein.

Key findings

Satter and Slyter’s in vitro approach allowed them to conduct a
series of experiments evaluating awide range of basal diets, both
synthetic (without true protein) and natural (with true protein)
with graded additions of urea to evaluate the effects of rumen

N supply. The paper is most cited as the basis for asserting 50
mg/l ammonia-N as the minimum level to avoid constraining
MPS. Ammonia concentrations in effluent from their in vitro ves-
sels increased above levels equivalent to 120–140 g crude pro-
tein per kg DM in the diet, whilst tungstic acid precipitable N
plateaued at this level. Below this level, there was a major and
linear decline in MPS, with more modest reductions in the pro-
duction of volatile fatty acids and methane. Very high levels of
ammonia-N (800 mg/l) did not impair MPS. Whilst in vitro sys-
tems are easier to control and measure, the authors recognised
limitations due to the absence of absorption andN recycling seen
in vivo.

Developments since publication

The paper accelerated to be cited over 30 times in 2000 and has
been consistently cited 30–50 times in each subsequent year.
The citing papers often refer to the 50 mg/l ammonia-N minima
and have spanned across a range of diet types, additives and
feeding strategies in many countries.

The paper was quickly challenged by in vivo work from
Mehrez et al.(3) suggesting that a much higher rumen ammo-
nia-N concentration (194 mg/l) was needed to optimise in situ
DM disappearance of barley. Those sheep were only fed miner-
alised rolled barley, so it seems likely that urea addition (and the
resultant increased rumen ammonia) may have exerted other
effects, including through rumen pH. Our own in vitro work
on rumen acidogenicity of diverse feeds(4) illustrates the effects
of degraded N on rumen pH. Odle and Schafer(5) conducted a
similar study with beef cattle and showed optimal ammonia-N
of 125mg/l for degradation of barley and 61mg/l for degradation
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of maize. Indeed, earlier in vivo work mentioned by Satter and
Slyter(6) also suggested a higher requirement, around 130 mg/l,
to maximise MPS.When supplementing urea to low protein fibre
sources, Soliva et al.(7) showed that the level at which ammonia-
N restricted in vitro fermentability of fibre varied between fibre
sources (from 31mg/l for apple pomace to 92mg/l for Brachiaria
hay). It may be that the optimum level of ammonia-N for MPS
differs from that for optimal fibre digestion.

Whilst 50 mg/l ammonia-N is often cited as a minimum, some
more recent in vitrowork(8) and otherwork from that group cited
therein suggested that even lower rumen ammonia-N concentra-
tions did not limit MPS. Over the intervening years, it has become
clear that ammonia-N concentration does not tell thewhole story
about the effects of degradable protein on microbial growth.
Rapid growth of rumen bacteria is supported by amino acids
and peptides(9–11).

Requirements for rumen N are usually expressed relative to
rumen fermentable energy supply on a daily basis, and there
was some interest in the effects of diurnal variation in the syn-
chrony of energy and N supply on MPS, but no consistent effects
from in vivo studies (reviewed by Cabrita et al.(12)). It is likely that
the ruminant possesses mechanisms (notably the ability to
recycle surplus N in saliva and the ability of rumen micro-organ-
isms to accumulate storage polysaccharides during short periods
of N deficiency) to ‘buffer’ short-term (within day) fluctuations in
the ratio of degradable N: fermentable carbohydrate.

Future directions

Optimising protein feeding for ruminants is highly topical again
as we need to maximise the beneficial effects of converting non-
protein nitrogen into MPS without excess rumen N leading to
increased urinary N and consequent issues with nitrous oxide
and ammonia losses to the air and nitrate losses to water. The
fundamental observation that MPS is maximised at relatively
low dietary protein levels remains useful in this quest, as are
the many observations of other factors increasing MPS without
increasing dietary crude protein. Prediction of MPS remains
problematic, with most recent modelling accounting for only
40 % of variation(13). One approach to circumvent these chal-
lenges has been the use of proxies for MPS, including urinary
purine derivatives and milk odd and branched chain fatty
acids(14), but analytical challenges mean that these have been
restricted to research settings. Whilst Satter and Slyter(2) noted
relatively normal populations of cellulolytic bacteria and entodi-
niomorph protozoa in their system, sequencing techniques
would now allow much better analysis of the microbial commu-
nity, whether in vitro or in vivo. Rumen metagenomics tech-
niques, both at the taxa and gene levels, have been used to
predict other rumen-related traits, including rumen methano-
genesis and feed conversion efficiency(15,16). We expect that this
approach will support the next advances in predicting and
enhancing MPS, whether by dietary or host genetic means. Lu
et al.(17) explored the relative abundance of microbial genes
involved in energy generation in relation to MPS and showed
many effects of dietary energy level, but not dietary protein level;
the same was true when considering microbial taxa.

The model whereby soluble proteins are deemed to be rap-
idly degraded in the rumen and the resultant ammonia ineffi-
ciently incorporated into microbial protein has been
challenged with a suggestion that some soluble proteins may
be degradedmore slowly, pass from the rumen as ‘undegradable
soluble protein’, be directly adsorbed onto bacterial cells or
taken up into intracellular pools(18,19). Whilst the next advances
in enhancing rumen N metabolism may still use the in vitro
approach of Satter and Slyter, they will be able to draw on
advances in describing N fractions in feed and digesta, as well
as microbial taxa and genes.
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